THE GOOD NEIGHBOUR

directed by Stephan Rick
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FACTS
TITLE

THE GOOD NEIGHBOUR (Unter Nachbarn)

GENRE

Drama

PRODUCTION

kurhaus production

PRODUCERS

Daniel Reich
Christoph Holthof

DIRECTOR

Stephan Rick

SCRIPTWRITER

Silja Clemens
Stephan Rick

STARS

Maxim Mehmet
Charly Huebner
Petra Schmidt-Schaller

FUNDED BY

SWR - Debuet im Dritten
MFG Filmfoerderung Baden-Wuerttemberg

RUNTIME CINEMA

96 minutes

CINEMA FORMAT

DCP

ORIGINAL FORMAT

HD

CINEMA ASPECT RATIO

1:1,85

SOUND MIX

Dolby SRD

RELEASE DATE

May 2011

LANGUAGE

German

SUBTITLES

English
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SYNOPSIS
The budding friendship between two very different neighbours takes a tragic turn
when David runs over a young woman and causes her death. At Robert’s
insistence David leaves her lying and flees. While Robert hopes his new
neighbour will now be irreversibly bound to him, David is increasingly devoured
by feelings of guilt. When he meets Vanessa, the sister of his victim, he believes
he can put things right. But he hasn’t taken Robert into account. Robert is
prepared to do anything to keep his neighbour to himself.
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THEME
THE GOOD NEIGHBOUR tells the tense and tragic story of David and Robert
whose unequal friendship is based on a dark secret: they are responsible for the
death of another person. Most people are never confronted with such an extreme
situation. On the other hand how often are there situations, moments in life
which are decided in a split second. One wrong word, one careless act and
nothing is as it once was. You want to undo what has happened, forget it all and
never think about it again. But how can you live when you know you are guilty for
the death of another person? How strong is the temptation to carry on as though
nothing has happened? And how long is it possible to suppress your own guilty
thoughts?
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CAST

Maxim Mehmet
as David Ahrens

Petra Schmidt-Schaller
as Vanessa Rafael

Charly Huebner
as Robert Graetz

IN OTHER ROLES
Commissioner Wagner
Hannes Fieser
Janine Rafael
Head of Department
Commissioner
Gerd
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Helmut Ruehl
Rainer Sellien
Katharina Heyer
Peter Kaghanovitch
Anuschka Herbst
WolfgangPackhaeuser
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DIRECTOR‘S COMMENT
I have always been fascinated by psychological dramas which have a
claustrophobic atmosphere and a tightly interwoven constellation of characters.
And there is hardly a constellation closer and at the same time unknown than
that which exists between neighbours. What does your neighbour know about
you? And what dark secrets do you have to hide? What would happen if two
people who hardly know each other, and yet are in some way bound to each
other, do something terrible. One wrong decision and a spiral of events is
unleashed from which there is no escape.
David finds himself constantly caught between trying to offload his guilt by
confessing to Vanessa and not aggravating Robert – a balancing act which tears
him apart. For Robert’s claim on David is absolute. This increasingly oppressive
triangle particularly interested me. A tangled web of relationships in which the
internal pressure rises so far that it reaches an explosion point. And so the
borderline between the genres of “Drama” and “Thriller” becomes ever more
blurred.
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STEPHAN RICK
Stephan Rick, born in 1974, works as an independent director in Berlin. After
finishing school he studied at Ruhr University Bochum and then at the Film
Academy in Baden-Wuerttemberg where he directed a number of prize-winning
short films. His Diploma film RICHTUNG LEBEN (Towards Life) was awarded
the Studio Hamburg Nachwuchspreis (Prize for Up-and-Coming Talent) and was
also successful at many international film festivals such as Krakau, New Dehli,
Poitiers etc. The new series which he developed ALLEIN GEGEN DIE ZEIT (Alone
Against Time) was, among other awards, nominated for the Banff World TV
Award.
FILMOGRAPHY (SELCECTION):
2010
2009/2010
2009
2008
2005
2001

UNTER NACHBARN, Feature Film, kurhaus production, SWR, MFG
DIE PFEFFERKOERNER, Series, Studio Hamburg, NDR
ALLEIN GEGEN DIE ZEIT, Series, Askania Media, NDR
KRIMI.DE, Series, Studio Hamburg, NDR
RICHTUNG LEBEN, Shortfilm, Arte/ZDF
OB SIE WOLLEN ODER NICHT, Shortfilm, Eikon Suedwest

PRIZES:
"Weißer Elefant 2010" (White Elephant) for the best series concept (ALLEIN GEGEN DIE ZEIT)
"goldener Spatz 2010" (Golden Sparrow) for innovation (ALLEIN GEGEN DIE ZEIT)
Prix Jeunesse 2010 (ALLEIN GEGEN DIE ZEIT)
Studio Hamburg Nachwuchspreis 2006 (Prize for Up-and-Coming Talent) (RICHTUNG LEBEN)
Jury’s Award at the Krakau Film Festival (RICHTUNG LEBEN)
Best short film, First Frame Festival New Dehli, (RICHTUNG LEBEN)
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TEAM
SCRIPTWRITER SILJA CLEMENS
After completing her studies in Drama in Zurich, Silja worked as an actress. She
went to study film and scriptwriting at the Hamburg Media School and has
worked as a freelance author since 2004. She has won many prizes and
nominations above all for the concept and script of the children’s series ALLEIN
GEGEN DIE ZEIT (Alone Against Time).

CASTING DIRECTOR MARION HAACK
After studying tourism and working for some years in the profession Marion
switched to film in 2002. She has worked in the Casting Department of Studio
Hamburg Film Production GmbH as Casting Director for several years and has
cast numerous films and TV series. Since 2008 she has had her own casting
office in Hamburg and successfully continues her work as Casting Director from
there.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY FELIX CRAMER
After studying Cinematography at the Baden-Wuerttemberg Film Academy,
Ludwigsburg Felix has, since 2002, shot various films for cinema and television.
Many of his productions have been awarded prizes including the “1st Kodak
Camera Prize” for KEVIN BARRY, the Student “Cinematography Award”
(Houston) for DIE UEBERRASCHUNG (The Surprise) as well as a nomination for
the German Camera Prize for ALLEIN GEGEN DIE ZEIT (Alone Against Time).
Felix has taught Cinematography and Lighting Design at the University of Applied
Sciences Salzburg.
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SOUND ENGINEER CHRISTOPH SCHILLING
Christoph Schilling discovered his love of sound whilst training as a motor
mechanic. After studying audio engineering in Munich he has, since 2007, been
the sound designer for numerous cinema, television, documentary and
promotional films.

ART DIRECTOR CHRISTIAN STRANG
After completing a Diploma in Architecture and a Diploma in Production Design
(Baden-Wuerttemberg Film Academy, Ludwigsburg) Christian worked as Art
Director for numerous television and cinema films including Jo Baiers HENRY IV
as well as LIESL KARLSTADT UND KARL VALENTIN, Burkhard Feiges debut
U.F.O. and most recently Stephan Rick’s debut UNTER NACHBARN (THE
GOOD NEIGHBOUR). He has been a lecturer for the subject Production Design
at the Baden-Wuerttemberg Film Academy since 2007.

COSTUME DESIGNER BETTINA MARX
Bettina Marx has worked as a freelance costume designer for theatre, television
and cinema since 1988. She was responsible for the costumes for LOST KILLERS,
BIN ICH SEXY? (Am I Sexy?), U.F.O. and most recently WER WENN NICHT WIR
(Who if not us). Since 2004 Bettina has been a guest lecturer at the BadenWuerttemberg Film Academy in Ludwigsburg. In 2004 she received the German
Television Prize for her costumes in MEIN ERSTER FREUND (My first boyfriend),
the German Film Prize for the best costumes in Hans-Christian Schmids
REQUIEM followed in 2006.

MAKE-UP ARTIST DANA BIELER
Since qualifying as a make-up artist in 2007 Dana has worked mainly in the field
of film and television. She continues to further her training and has acquired
specialist skills in many areas including historical hairstyling, the use of hair
pieces and wigs, wounds, scars, underwater filming, greenscreen/bluescreen,
HD, black-and-white.
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EDITOR FLORIAN DRECHSLER
Florian Drechsler has worked as a freelance editor for cinema and television films
since 2003. His work on the short film WOLFSTRAUM brought him a nomination
for the German Camera Prize, category Editing. In 2007 he won the German
Television Prize for Best Film Editing for his work on the film SPERLING UND
DIE KALTE ANGST (Sperling and the chilling fear). He has recently worked with
directors such as Uwe Janson and Dieter Wedel.

COMPOSER STEFAN SCHULZKI
Stefan Schulzki studied music from 1993 to 1998 at Mannheim University of
Music and Performing Arts. He then studied composition with Prof. Ulrich
Leyendecker in Mannheim as well as film music and sound design at the BadenWuerttemberg Film Academy in Ludwigsburg. He has been working as a freelance
composer since 2001; he writes concert pieces and has also composed music for
numerous feature films for cinema and television.

SOUND DESIGNER MICHAEL DIEHL
After his Diploma to become an audio engineer at the SAE Institute in Frankfurt
Michael Diehl completed numerous other courses in America and at the BadenWuerttemberg Film Academy, Ludwigsburg. He has been responsible for many
different television and cinema films as a freelance audio and mixing engineer as
well as Sound Designer.

PRODUCTION MANAGER LUCAS MEYER-HENTSCHEL
After training in audiovisiual media sales Lucas studied Production at the BadenWuerttemberg Film Academy Ludwigsburg. Since gaining his Diploma in 2005 he
has worked as Assistant Production Manager and Production Manager for many
different feature film productions both in Germany and abroad.
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MFG FILM FUNDING
The MFG Filmfoerderung is an advisory body for the film and TV industry in
Baden-Wuerttemberg. Funding is available for culturally outstanding film
productions for cinema and television and ranges from script writing to
production to distribution. Activities related to the infrastructure of the film
industry and its culture complete the spectrum. The region of BadenWuerttemberg and Suedwestrundfunk are shareholders of MFG. In 1999 a
cooperation agreement was also reached with ZDF. MFG currently administers
an annual budget of around 15 million Euros.
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SWR
The „Debuet im Dritten“ programme slot at SWR affords young scriptwriters and
directors the opportunity to make their first full-length feature film. Projects which
look at the world from a different perspective and demonstratively have their own
visual language are eligible for support. For the last 25 years the programme has
offered young talented people in the film industry the possibility to discover and
to try out their own methods and style. SWR is willing to undertake a few risks
and is curious about the material of the up-and-coming new talent, and for this
reason coproduces five to six debut films annually.
The results are broadcast in the autumn and spring. Through the programme
many debut films successfully go on to become cinema releases, as for example
NACH FUENF IM URWALD (After 5 in the Jungle), DER TOTMACHER (The
Deathmaker), VIER MINUTEN (Four Minutes) or EMMAS GLUECK (Emma’s
Bliss). The list of directors who made their debut through “Debuet im Dritten”
reads like a Who’s Who of the German film industry. They range from Nico
Hofmann, Soenke Wortmann and Andreas Dresen to newcomers Sven Taddicken
and Chris Kraus.
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KURHAUS PRODUCTION
kurhaus production is an independent film production company which was
founded in 2007 by Christoph Holthof and Daniel Reich. kurhaus production
develops and produces documentary films and feature films which bring
attention to major stories happening in minor places.
In 2008 the short cinema film SCHOENEN TAG, MARIE (Beautiful day, Marie)
was produced with the support of MFG, the Kuratorium junger deutscher Film
(Trust for New German Films) and SWR/ARTE. SCHOENEN TAG, MARIE tells
the story of a summer night in the south of Germany where a Vespa and a twist of
good fortune suddenly come together. The film was shown at numerous festivals
and was broadcast on ARTE in February 2009.
In 2009 kurhaus production produced the 90 minute feature film, U.F.O., from
Burkhard Feige. U.F.O. was a film commissioned by SWR and describes, through
the eyes of 12 year old Bodo, how a family came to the brink of destruction when
the mother became psychologically ill. U.F.O. – awarded the distinction
“Particularly Valuable” – took part in the competition of the Film Festival MaxOphuels-Preis 2010 and was broadcast in November 2010 in SWR.
The second full-length feature film was produced directly in the following year
with UNTER NACHBARN (THE GOOD NEIGHBOUR). The production of a
documentary series about a village in Baden, written by the local amateur theatre
company is planned for 2011. In addition the cinema feature films KAFFEEFAHRT
(Coffee Trip) from Burkhard Feige and ONLY THE LONELY from Michael Schorr
(SCHULTZE GETS THE BLUES) are also in preparation. The projects listed
indicate that kurhaus production has become permanently established in the field
of feature films and that, step-by-step, it is becoming well-established in the field
of documentary films.
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PRODUCERS
Christoph Holthof studied Education, French and
Drama in Bochum, Montpellier and Berlin. From
2002 to 2006 he worked for zero suedwest. From
2004 he managed the office of zero suedwest and
was responsible, as Production Manager, for the first
series of the documentary DEUTSCHLAND, ADE,
director Arpad Bondy (SWR/ARTE).

Daniel Reich studied General and Comparative
Literature, Theology and Philosophy in Basel, Paris and
Berlin and worked from 2004 until 2007 as a freelance
editor (S. Fischer Verlage, C.H. Beck-Verlagsgruppe).
Parallel to that he developed material for documentary
films as a freelance writer.
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CONTACT
kurhaus production
Reich & Holthof-Keim GbR
Fremersbergstr. 36
D - 76530 Baden-Baden
GERMANY

tel
fax

+ 49 (0) 7221 3021 906
+ 49 (0) 7221 3021 909

email
website

office@kurhausproduction.de
www.kurhausproduction.de
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